In this paper we give some properties of the pairwise perfectly normal spaces defined by Lane. In particular we prove that a space (X,P,Q) is pairwise perfectly normal if and only if every P(Q)-c\osed set is the zero of a P(Q)-l.s.c. and Q(P)-u.s.c. function. Also we characterize the pairwise perfect normality in terms of sequences of semicontinuous functions by means of a result which contains the known Tong's characterization of perfectly normal topological spaces, whose proof we modify by using the technique of ^binary relations. 
Introduction
In his paper [4] , Lane defines the pairwise perfectly normal bitopological spaces and proves some properties of these spaces. Later, papers of Patty [6] , Arya and Singhal [1] and Romaguera [7] appeared, where are stated some properties of the pairwise perfect normality. Now we prove two characterizations and other properties, some of them in relation with important types of functions. We denote the upper (lower) semicontinuous functions as u.s.c. (l.s.c.) functions.
In the second section we characterize the pairwise perfectly normal spaces (X, P, Q) as those in which every P(Q)-open set is a cozero set. Also we give a 354 M. Lopez-Pellicer and A. Gutierrez [21 bitopological form of a characterization of perfectly normal topological spaces of Tong [8, Theorem 3] ; in this proof we use a technique based on the ^-binary relations defined in [5] ; from the more general proof of the bitopological statement we can obtain easily a topological one which modifies the original Tong's topological proof of the theorem. The third section is devoted to the study of the relations among the pairwise perfect normality and the functions, the bitopological product and sum.
Characterizations of pairwise perfectly normal spaces
2.1. DEFINITION [4, 2.14] . A bitopological space (X, P, Q) is pairwise perfectly normal if it is pairwise normal and every i'(g)-closed subset of X is G d with respect to Q(P).
THEOREM. A space (X, P, Q) is pairwise perfectly normal if and only if it satisfies
(a) for every P-closed set A c X there is a P-l. PROOF. We prove the necessity by using the technique of Urysohn's lemma. As X is pairwise perfectly normal, given a P-closed set A c X, we may write A = f)^iV n , V n Q-open and satisfying V n+l c V n for every n.
By the pairwise normality of X and the classical technique, we obtain the family {Q(a), a e D}, where D is the set of the dyadic numbers in [0,1], of subsets of X such that Q(0) = 0 and Similarly we obtain the function g B for (b). The sufficiency is immediate. [ 3 ] On pairwise perfectly normal spaces 355
The last corollary is the same as the result stated by Lane [4] on page 247; however we note that the concept of g-zero set with respect to P introduced by Lane [4, 2.7] does not coincide with the usual concept of zero set, that we use here.
Later we shall prove the characterization which extends Tong's theorem. We use the techniques of the ^-binary relations introduced in [5] . In order to help with reading, we include the necessary definitions and statement. We denote by P( X) the family of subsets of X and <€ is a subset of P( X) stable for countable unions. Moreover, Q = {<?"}"_! is the set of the rational numbers.
2.4. DEFINITION [5] . Let Xbe a set, ^c P ( I ) and let p be a binary relation on P( X). We say that p is a ^binary relation if (a) given two finite subsetss/, 38 c P(X), such that ApB for every A e js'and B e 38, always there is a C e <€ such that ApC and CpB for every A e jaf and
2.5. LEMMA [5, 2] 
. Let p be a ^-binary relation on P(X). Let {F(q n ): #" e Q) and {G(q n ): q n^ Q) be families of subsets of X such that F(q m ) c F(q n ), G(qJ c G(q n ) and F(q m )pG(q n ) when q m < q n . Then there is a family {H(q n ):
2.6. THEOREM. In a bitopological space (X, P, Q), the following are equivalent:
c. real function defined in X is the limit of a monotonically increasing sequence of P{Q)-l.s.c. and Q(P)-u.s.c. functions. (3) / / / is a real-valued function P(Q)-l.s.c. in X and Q(P)-u.s.c. in the Q(P)-closed subset C c l , then f is the limit of a monotonically increasing sequence {/ n }£=i of functions, P(Q)-l.s.c. and Q(P)-u.s.c. in X such that f n (x) = f(x) for every natural n and every x e C.
PROOF. We prove the sequence (1) => (3) =» (2) =» (1); moreover, we explain only the proofs for P since the technique for Q is the same.
1 => 3. Let / be a real function defined in X, P-l.s.c. in X and (2-u.s.c. in the g-closed set C c X. From {F(^n)}*_ 1 we can take a subsequence {/"(#" )}^Li such that ^r n < q n for i = 1,2,... and HfLiF(q n ) = 0. For every q n e Q, there is an / such that q ni <1n< q,.,.,-L e t v n, m = K i+ m for each natural m. The family { F n m } -= 1 has the same properties of {^' m }"_i stated before and verifies n"_!^i m = 0 for every natural m, because for each x e X there are numbers r and m 0 such that Finally, let B nm = F n>m n (/^((-oo, ?")) U (X -C)), for every «, m. As / is Q-u.s.c. in C, £" m is Q-open. Also B nm+l c £" m , for every «, w, B r m c £" m when ^r r < q n and fl" =1 5 n m = 0 for each w.
By taking <€= P(X) and the relation ApB if and only if P-c\A) c Q-int(fi), the pairwise normality of X allows us to apply Lemma 2.5 to the families {F(q n )}™ =1 and {G m (q n Now let A be a P-closed set and let B be a Q-closed set disjoint from A. In the same way as in the previous paragraph, given f A and f B , there are functions {fn)™=i which are P-l.s.c. and Q-u.s.c. and {//}^°_i which are Q-l.s.c. and P-u.s.c, for each n.
Let fc = E*_! ^rmax(0, / / ) and let k = E^= 1 ^max(0, / / ) ; the set (h -k)~\ (-oo ,0) ) is a Q-neighbourhood of A disjoint from the /"-neighbourhood (h -/c)"
Other properties
In this section we study preservation of pairwise perfect normality by some kinds of functions, subspaces, sums and products.
We say that the function / : (X, P Y , Q x ) -* {Y, P 2 , Q 2 ) is continuous when / : (X, P x ) -» (y, P 2 ) and/: (A', Q Y ) -* (Y, Q 2 ) are continuous. In an analogous way we define/to be closed or perfect. Similarly we obtain the desired result from a g-closed subset of X. Therefore, by 2.2, (A', P, Q) is pairwise perfectly normal. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700026124 [6) With respect to the preservation of the pairwise perfect normality by products or quotients, there are examples proving that this is not true even for perfectly normal topological spaces. By following the same technique, we prove that X t is pairwise normal.
THEOREM. The bitopological sum (X-i^jX^ P, Q) is pairwise perfectly normal if and only if each space (X it P t , Q ( ) is pairwise perfectly normal.
PROOF. The necessity follows from 3.4 and the sufficiency is immediate.
